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RESEARCH NOTE

Imports to Newfoundland in the Late
Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries

JOSHUA TAVENOR

THE ENGLISH SHORE-BASED fishery in the late seventeenth century relied heavily on

trade ships, particularly those engaged in the sack trade, to bring fish to market and

to supply the Newfoundland fishery with goods. While the sack ships’ purpose to

go to Newfoundland was to buy fish for further trade, these ships seldom arrived

empty.
1
Seeing the need for goods in Newfoundland, ships arrived with cargoes for

the consumption by the island’s population or for use in the fishery itself. Docu-

ments on shipping show that the trade to Newfoundland was not simple. Instead,

the imports to Newfoundland involved a complex trade with many ports, commodi-

ties, nations, and routes.

Three commodities that illustrate the complexity of this trade are provisions,

alcohol, and salt. These commodities are well documented in such sources as mer-

chant accounts, legal records, official reports, and journals. Using documents from

the Colonial Office Files and other sources, some of which are constructed as tables

here, this essay illustrates importation to Newfoundland as an international trade

with links to England, Southern Europe, New England, the Caribbean, and elsewhere.
2
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What emerges from these documents is the diversity of imports coming from many

sources through a transatlantic trade network. This trade, as illustrated by the diver-

sity of imports, illustrates Newfoundland’s deep involvement in an international

economy and elevates its position from fishing outpost to an integrated part of the

Atlantic world.
3

PROVISIONS

After early attempts to create largely self-sufficient settlements failed, trade be-

came the provider of the requirements for life on the island.
4
Filling the basic needs

for food and other provisions made up a large part of goods arriving at Newfound-

land in this period.
5

Documents from various sources indicate that the goods im-

ported for consumption went beyond the basic requirements of survival. Instead,

trade both filled basic dietary requirements and provided goods that appealed to

taste.

As the island proved unable to support European inhabitants through agricul-

ture, early inhabitants relied on imported goods to survive.
6
Provisions consisted of

meats, grains, cheeses, livestock, and other items, which came mostly from Ireland,

England, and New England; ships coming directly from England and Ireland to

trade or to engage in the fishery were the largest suppliers of provisions. England’s

role in provisioning is apparent in the ships landing at St. John’s from April to Sep-

tember 1700, as recorded in the journal of the merchant Robert Holdsworth.
7

Ac-

cording to Holdsworth’s Journal, 25 ships arrived from the British Isles, and of

these 10 carried provisions (Table 1).
8

New England also was heavily involved in

provisioning Newfoundland. New England traders sailed to Newfoundland early

in the year, before European ships arrived, providing foodstuffs along with cattle,

swine, and building materials. In a report on the fishery, Josiah Crowe states that

without the trade from New England early in the year the inhabitants of Newfound-

land would starve.
9

With the need for imported foodstuffs, the diet of inhabitants relied on goods

that were easily transportable and non-perishable. Salted or pickled pork and beef,

bread, biscuit, peas, cheese, and butter made the diet of inhabitants comparable to

that of contemporary sailors in many regards (see Table 2).
10

With the dependence on

trade for food and the pressures that arose from this, inhabitants sought to diversify

their food supply by keeping vegetable gardens, foraging for local berries, hunting

game, and catching cod to offset this dependence and to supplement their diets.
11

Foodstuffs that went beyond the basic mariner’s diet were imported to New-

foundland as well. Fruits, anchovies, sugar, malt, flour, and molasses, among other

commodities, came to Newfoundland, showing not only the different trades to
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Table 1. Ships and Cargoes at St. John’s in 1700
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Ships

Coming in

Ships Provisions Salt WineRum BrandyMolassesOil SugarCork King’s

Stores

King’s

Moneys

Unlisted

Dartmouth 5 5

Teignmouth 1 1

Topsham 4 2 2

Lisbon 5 5 3 3 1

London 9 2 3 4

Cadiz 3 3 3 3

Devon 2 2

Belfast 1 1

Barbados 3 3 3 3

Plymouth 1 1

Alicante 1 1 1 1

Fayal 2 2 2

Pennsylvania 1 1

Isle of May 3 3

France 2 2 2 2

Yeale 1 1

Porto 2 2 2

Boston 2 2 2

Anguilla 1 1

Tuscany 1 1

Totals 50 13 16 14 5 4 5 7 3 1 2 3 8

Note: This summary breaks down the larger list by the ports from which the ships had

departed and the goods listed as carried by each ship. The list itself, as present in the Colonial

Office papers, lists ships individually and provides information such as owner(s), homeports,

destinations, tonnages, etc. Oil refers to olive oil. King’s stores and King’s moneys refer to

goods imported by the English government for garrisons and fortifications.

Source: Robert Holdsworth. “Journal Kept at St. John’s Newfoundland,” May 1701. CO

194/2, 123v-124.



Table 2. Weekly Diet of a Mariner in 1702

Newfoundland but also the production of secondary consumable items by inhabit-

ants on the island.
12

Some of these goods, such as fruits and anchovies, were prod-

ucts of Southern European countries, notably Portugal and Spain; others, such as

sugar and molasses, came to Newfoundland from Boston or the sugar-producing col-

onies of the Caribbean. Similarly, cattle and swine brought from New England al-

lowed for the raising of livestock for dairy products, as well as for fresh meat so that

the people did not have to rely solely on preserved meats from Ireland and England.
13

Despite the island’s production of fish, the trade in provisions to Newfound-

land made up a large portion of the imports. While much of the food imported re-

flected a diet similar to that of a mariner, there were exceptions to this; foods

coming from Southern Europe often went beyond the mariner’s diet. While most of

these supplies were brought with the intention of supplying the nutritional needs of

the islanders, others were intended to satisfy people’s tastes.

ALCOHOL

Imports often went well beyond the basic provision of the fishery; for example,

alcohol is a significant import in both the quantity and the number of regions involved

in its trade. Alcohol shows a side of the trade that focused more on the demand for

goods by inhabitants rather than on the bare requirements of the fishery and survival.

Regional differences had a significant impact on the production and trade of alco-
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total

Biscuit (pounds) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

Beer (gallons) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

Beef (pounds) 2 2 4

Pork (pounds) 1 1 2

Peas (pints) 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 2

Fish 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/8

Butter (ounces) 2 2 1 5

Cheese (ounces) 4 4 4 12

Note: In a note that accompanies this table Notar says that oats may be used to replace fish,

but no amounts are given for this. Notar does not indicate the measurement used for fish; he

lists it simply as 1/8th per serving.

Source: J.C. Notar. A Treasury for Dealing, Or Merchants, Cashkeepers... (London, 1702),

103. Eighteenth-Century Collection Online. GALE, MUN, 7 June 2010.



hol. The varieties of alcohol traded to Newfoundland show the extent to which the

island was connected to the Atlantic world. Particularly notable is the intersection

of New World and Old World goods, with both wine and brandy arriving from Eu-

rope and rum originating from the sugar cane plantations of the Americas.

Wine and brandy often came to the island from France and the Iberian Penin-

sula, alongside shipments of salt. This is seen in reports such as John Berry’s 1675

records and Robert Holdsworth’s 1700 list, both of which include accounts of sup-

pliers of alcohol.
14

Wine in particular had an important place in the Atlantic world

and a number of trade links to Newfoundland. Similar to Newfoundland’s fish, the

wines of Iberia, and Portugal in particular, were traded with the aim of fulfilling lo-

cal demands by supplying goods to foreign markets in exchange for other goods.
15

Newfoundland became linked to Portugal and Spain through two trades, the first

being the buying of salt for the fishery and the second being the trade of fish to Eu-

rope. The first of these trades was by English ships that sailed to Iberian ports to

take on salt before sailing for Newfoundland.
16

These voyages provided opportuni-

ties to acquire other goods, such as wine, as part of the main cargo or as portage to

sell later. These opportunities for further profit were seldom missed.
17

Alcohol made its way into Newfoundland through other means and forms than

the wines and brandies of Europe. New England traders brought alcohol to New-

foundland and also bought wine and other goods from European sack ships at the is-

land. In this trade, which took advantage of the relatively close distance between

New England and Newfoundland, New England’s merchant ships quickly pur-

chased or traded goods for fish before their European counterparts arrived. This

fish was then sold or traded to European sack ships. While some praised this trade

as a means to ensure survival on the island, it also came under scrutiny as a potential

threat to the fishery and the fish trade because it endangered English dominance.
18

New England’s access to the sugar-producing plantations, such as Barbados,

brought rum, molasses, and sugar to Newfoundland. Rum in particular draws a lot

of attention in reports for a number of reasons. Made from sugar cane, rum was a

distinctly New World product and competed with the traditional brandy- and

wine-producing regions of France and Southern Europe.
19

An example of this trade

is in 1708 when Robert Holmes, a merchant of Salem, Massachusetts, reported sell-

ing five and a half hogsheads of rum at Newfoundland at ^60:16:00 total.
20

Rum appears as an imported good in Robert Holdworth’s 1700 list five times,

with three ships carrying it from Barbados and two from Boston. By 1715 these

numbers increased dramatically.
21

In an account of the liquors imported to New-

foundland in that year, 19 ships, including four from New England, are listed as car-

rying rum. The other 15 ships arrived from the Leeward Islands and other sugar-

producing islands in the Caribbean.
22

This link between the sugar-producing is-

lands and Newfoundland rises out of a mutual market relation. Fish that was too

low in quality for European markets was bought as food for the slaves working on
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sugar plantations. In turn, rum from these plantations was traded to Newfound-

land.
23

Rum was not the only consumable import from Barbados and the Leeward

Island. Sugar and molasses, used in baking and in other ways, were also shipped to

Newfoundland. Molasses, for example, was used in combination with spruce to

create an alcoholic beverage.
24

The import of alcohol from Southern Europe, New England, and the sugar-

producing islands of the Caribbean clearly shows that the trade was not limited to

supplying the bare necessities of fishery. Alcohol, in its many forms and sources,

was imported in large quantities to meet the demands of the island’s inhabitants.

These broad sources of goods not only reflect the imports to Newfoundland; they

also show the wide demand for Newfoundland’s fish and the interconnected nature

of Atlantic trade.

SALT

The English cod fishery required a number of specific goods, many of which had to

be imported due to limitation in production or the lack of supply in Newfoundland.

Tackle (hooks, lines, nets, etc.) and salt were two required goods that had to be im-

ported. While the tackle for the fishery was provided relatively easily by England,

Ireland, and New England, salt required a more elaborate trade.
25

The need to ship

fish over long distances and to store it for extended periods of time made salt a ne-

cessity.
26

Salt was not produced in significant quantities in England or New Eng-

land, forcing ships supplying the fishery to go further abroad for cargoes. This is

seen in Holdsworth’s chart (Table 1), where salt is the most frequently mentioned

imported good (16 ships included salt among their listed cargoes). Interestingly,

every ship listed as carrying salt from ports such as Lisbon, Porto, Cadiz, Alicante,

and the Isle of May had their home ports in England.
27

Salt was not just brought to Newfoundland from a variety of sources; it was

also required in huge quantities. As seen in Table 3, annual catches required as

much as 4,109 tons of salt for curing. To reach these requirements, salt had to be im-

ported from a variety of sources. One of the most significant sources of salt was the

Isle of May, one of the Cape Verde Islands. The Isle of May listed 90 ships with

16,890 total tonnage loading salt at the island in 1715. In this account, Newfound-

land is the third largest market for salt, with 15 ships at 2,600 tons placing it behind

England, which had 32 ships, and the Baltic, which had 17.
28

The trade of salt to Newfoundland directly connected the island to the sources

of many other goods. Ships often picked up goods that were traded from the same

ports as salt. This is evidenced in Holdsworth’s list (Table 1) and in reports on the

fishery in the Colonial Office files, which list ships carrying salt as also trading

wine and oil.
29

For example, the 1715 answers to enquiries from the Board of Trade

states that “From Leghorn, Lisbon, Fayal and others the English ships bring wine,
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Table 3. Salt Required to Cure Yearly Catches by the English in Newfoundland,

1701-1724
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Year Fish Made (Quintals) Salt Required (Tons)

1701 164,370 4,109

1702 82,140 2,054

1703 75,000 1,875

1705 78,000 1,950

1706 106,270 2,657

1707 120,632 3,016

1708 135,934 3,398

1709 90,364 2,259

1711 120,564 3,014

1712 64,430 1,611

1714 115,000 2,875

1715 89,622 2,241

1716 88,469 2,212

1717 113,990 2,850

1718 100,023 2,501

1719 94,599 2,365

1720 100,220 2,506

1723 139,756 3,494

1724 109,530 2,738

Note: This chart assumes that the cod had been dry-cured at the rate outlined in the Colonial

Office records of 10 hhd of salt per 100 quintals of fish. I was unable to locate the yearly

catches for 1704, 1710, 1713, 1721, and 1722.

Sources: CO 194/1, 199; CO 194/2, 184; CO 194/2, 280; CO 194/3, 28; CO 194/3, 307; CO

194/3, 554; CO 194/4, 165B; CO 194/4, 137; CO 194/4, 261; CO 194/4, 384; CO 194/5, 86; CO

194/5, 96; CO 194/5, 329; CO 194/5, 388; CO 196/6, 25-26; CO 194/6, 168; CO 194/6, 258;

CO 194/6, 281; CO 194/6, 319; CO 194/7, 12; CO 194/7, 196; CO 194/7, 242



lemon, anchovies, sweet oil, olives and such like to vend for fish; but of these are

such small quantities brought that it’s not worth the naming.”
30

These places, par-

ticularly Lisbon, traded salt to English ships going to Newfoundland. English ships

were using these ports not just for salt but to obtain goods like those listed above for

the extra value they entailed and for the safety of carrying diversified cargoes be-

cause of variable markets.
31

As a commodity, salt shows how imports dictated by

necessity also provided new trade opportunities by connecting Newfoundland to

different regions along the Atlantic.

CONCLUSION

During the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, trade to Newfoundland

was a complex network that connected many goods, ports, ships, and routes. Trade

connections were not arbitrary in nature. As seen in the documents examined

above, the trade to Newfoundland made use of the local economies of many regions

bordering the Atlantic Ocean to meet the island’s demands as well as to supply cod

to Europe and the Caribbean. It is also notable that these trades allowed for a supply

of goods that went beyond the explicit requirements for the fishery, as is seen in the

quantity and variety of alcohol and non-staple foodstuffs arriving at Newfound-

land. What these documents show is the breadth of trade to Newfoundland. Rather

than being merely a fishing outpost with a need for basic supplies, Newfoundland

had a significant and diverse trade with Europe and the New World. For future re-

search this breadth of trade and goods must be considered and examined further in

order to understand how the trade affected both Newfoundland and the Atlantic as a

whole.
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Notes

1
A sack ship was a category of ships that sought primarily to trade for fish in New-

foundland, rather than to catch and prepare fish for trade, as fishing ships did. These ships

sailed for Newfoundland from Europe carrying provisions, salt, men, and other goods. Upon

arrival sack ships sold or traded their cargo in exchange for cured fish and train oil (oil ren-

dered from cod livers), which was taken to markets in Southern Europe such as in Portugal,

Spain, and Italy. While sack ships are defined as trade ships on occasion, a sack ship partici-

pated in the fishery in order to secure a cargo of fish quickly. Peter Pope, Fish into Wine: The

Newfoundland Plantation in the Seventeenth Century (Chapel Hill: University of North

Carolina Press, 2004), 104
2
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shore-based and bank fisheries and consequent trade on the island. The French fisheries were
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Treaty of Versailles in 1783. CO 194/1, 62, 20 Jan. 1697; Fredrick Rowe, A History of New-

foundland and Labrador (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1980), 100, 140; Archibald

Cummings, “Concerning the Value and State of the Trade at Newfoundland,” 11 Dec. 1713,

CO 194/5, 73-74.
3
Newfoundland’s place in an Atlantic world is an area of much recent study. Works

such as Peter Pope’s Fish into Wine and W. Gordon Handcock’s So Longe as There Comes

Noe Women: Origins of English Settlement in Newfoundland (St. John’s: Breakwater, 1989)

have explored Newfoundland’s broader Atlantic connections through trade, settlement, and

society. These works, along with many more, demonstrate that Newfoundland’s develop-

ment was tied to vast international connections such as imports and exports. See also Keith

Mercer, “The Role of the West Country Ports in the Debate over Settlement in Newfound-

land, 1660-80,” unpublished paper, Centre for Newfoundland Studies, 2002.
4
Following the failure of early attempts at settlement, in Cuper’s Cove by John Guy

and in Ferryland by George Calvert, settlement became focused on the Planter. A Planter op-

erated a shore-based fishery that employed servants to catch and cure cod. These Planters

would sell or trade their catches in return for income and supplies. Planters made up the more

wealthy section of society on the island who could afford more expensive and exotic goods.

Pope, Fish into Wine, 207-14; Robert Holdsworth, “Journal Kept at St. John’s Newfound-

land ... ,” May 1701, CO 194/2, 123v-124; CO 195/2, 22.
5
Pope, Fish into Wine, 3-10; Handcock, So Longe as There Comes Noe Women; Sean

T. Cadigan, Newfoundland and Labrador: A History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

2009), 45-46; John Underdown, “Answers to Enquiries,” 1706, CO 194/3, 540-59.
6
Edward Wynne, Letter to Sir George Calvert, 28 Aug. 1621, in Gillian Cell, New-

foundland Discovered (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1982), 253-57; Richard Whitbourne,

“Shewing the Commodities Thereof,” in A Discourse and Discovery of New-Found-Land

(New York: De Capo Press, 1971), 6-7; Underdown, “Answers to Enquiries,” 1706.
7
Robert Holdsworth was the brother of Arthur Holdsworth, a merchant of Dartmouth,

a port on the southwest coast of England. Along with his brother, Robert developed a family

trade enterprise between Newfoundland and Portugal. In 1700, as captain of the Nicholas,

Robert was the fishing admiral at St. John’s. The Holdsworths were a major merchant family

whose involvement in the Newfoundland fishery dates back at least to 1650. D.B. Quinn,
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“Holdsworth, Arthur,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Volume Two 1701-1740 (To-

ronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000); Pope, Fish into Wine, 145; Robert Holdsworth,

“Journal Kept at St. John’s Newfoundland,” May 1701, CO 194/2, 123v-124.
8
John Norris made a similar list in 1698 listing the ships arriving at Newfoundland,

cargoes, destinations, etc. Norris looks at the entire island but not as much detail while

Holdsworth focuses on St John’s. See John Norris, “A List of ships, with their lading, trading

to Newfoundland this fishing season,” 13 Nov. 1698, CO 194/1, 273-277; Holdsworth, “Jour-

nal Kept at St. John’s.”
9
Robert Holmes, Bill of Lading, 21 Apr. 1708, Essex Institute, Essex County Court of

Common Pleas, 3530.f.14; Josiah Crowe, “A Report on the State of Trade and Fishery ... ,”
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of the Fishery at Newfoundland in 1677, CO 195/2, 22.
11

Seeds of both local and imported fruits and vegetables have been found present in a

cesspit at Ferryland from the late seventeenth century. This suggests a combination diet of

imported and local fruits and vegetables resulting from the exploitation of local resources as

well as trade. See James A. Tuck, “Archaeology at Ferryland, Newfoundland,” Newfound-

land Studies 9, 2, (1993).
12
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that year were going to Spain and Italy than to Portugal. This shows how flexible the trade

could be from year to year.
31

Carrying a single good, or a very large quantity of one good, often ran the risk of be-

coming unprofitable due to various market factors such as a glut or arriving too late in the

season. The risk was reduced by carrying a diversity of goods. See Janzen, “A Scottish Ven-

ture in the Newfoundland Fish Trade,” 145-51; CO 194/1, 44.
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